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Introduction

- In traditional ML interpretability,

- Building inherently interpretable models,

-  such as sparse linear models and decision trees

- Post-hoc interpretability techniques

- Such as Grad-Cam that relies on saliency maps

- A new opportunity in LLM interpretability:

- Explanation Generation

- “Can you explain your logic?” “ Why didn’t you answer with (A)?”
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A new definition of LLM interpretability

Extraction of relevant knowledge concerning relationships contained in data or learned 

by the model

- The definition applies to both

- Interpreting an LLM, and 

- Using an LLM to generate explanations
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Local Explanation

Explain a Single Generation by Token-level Attributions

- Providing feature attributions for input tokens
- perturbation-based methods
- gradient-based methods
- linear approximations

- Attention mechanisms for visualizing token contribution to a generation
- LLM can generate post-hoc feature attributions by prompting
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Local Explanation

Post-hoc feature 
attributions by prompting 
LLM
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Local Explanation

Explain a Single Generation Directly in Natural Language
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Global Explanation
Probing

- Analyze the model’s representation by decoding its embedded information
- Probing can apply to 

- attention heads
- Embeddings
- Different controllable representations
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Global Explanation

Probing applied to embeddings
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Global Explanation
More Granular Level Representation

- categorizing or decoding concepts from individual neurons
- explaining the function of attention heads in natural language

How groups of neurons combine to perform specific tasks

- finding a circuit for indirect object identification
- entity binding
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Global Explanation
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Global Explanation
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Global Explanation
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Global Explanation
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Explaining a Dataset
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Explaining a Dataset

Text Data

Using LLM to build interpretable Linear Models / Decision Trees
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Explaining a Dataset

Text Data

- Partially interpretable models using Chain of Prompts
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Future Directions

- Explanation reliability
- Dataset explanation for knowledge discovery
- Interactive explanations
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Introduction
● Claude 3 family of models

○ Reasoning, math, coding, multi-lingual understanding, and vision quality
● Key enhancement

○ Multimodal input capabilities with text output
● Claude 3 Opus

○ Strong performance on reasoning, math and coding
● Claude 3  Sonnet

○ Demonstrate increased proficiency in nuanced content creation, 
analysis, forecasting, accurate summarization, and handling scientific 
queries

● Claude 3 Haiku
○ The fastest and most affordable option on the market for its intelligence 

category, while also including vision capabilities.
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Model Details
● Training data

○ A proprietary mix of publicly available information on the Internet as of 
August 2023

○ Non-public data from third parties
○ Data provided by data labeling services and paid contractors
○ Data generate internally

● Training Details
○ Constitutional AI to align Claude with human values during 

reinforcement learning 
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Model Details
● Training Details

○ Constitutional AI to align Claude with human values during 
reinforcement learning 

○ Added an additional principle to Claude’s constitution to encourage respect for 
disability rights, sourced from their research on Collective Constitutional AI 28



Security
●  Protected by two-party controls

○ All users need an authorized account
○ Continuous systems’ monitoring, 24/7 alert response, endpoint 

hardening, data storage and sharing controls, personnel vetting, and 
physical security hardening

Social Responsibility
● Constitutional AI
● Labor
● Sustainability
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Evaluation
● Reasoning, Multilingual, Long Context, Honesty, Multimodal
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Evaluation
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Evaluation
● Standardized test

○ Law School Admission Test (LSAT)
○ Multistate Bar Exam (MBE)
○ American Mathematics Competition (AMC)
○ Graduate Record Exam (GRE)
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Evaluation
● Visual capabilities
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Evaluation - Behavior Design
● Refusals

○ Wildchat dataset: toxic user inputs and chatbot responses 
○ XSTest evaluation
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Evaluation - Multilingual
● Multilingual Reasoning and Knowledge

○ Multilingual Math
○ Multilingual MMLU
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Evaluation - Factual Accuracy
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Evaluation - Long Context Performance
● QuALITY benchmark: Multiple-choice question-answering dataset;  

averaging around 5,000 tokens
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Evaluation - Long Context Performance
● Needle In A Haystack

○  Insert a target sentence (the “needle”) into a corpus of documents (the 
“haystack”), and then ask a question to retrieve the fact in the needle.

The best thing to do in San Francisco is to eat a sandwich and sit in Dolores Park on a sunny day.”

"What is the best thing to do in San Francisco?"
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Evaluation - Long Context Performance
● Needle In A Haystack
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6. Catastrophic Risk Evaluations and Mitigations

● Assessing Framework: RSP (Responsible Scaling Policy)
○ Voluntary White House Commitments
○ Red-teaming guidance in the US Executive Order
○ Guidance on frontier AI safety

● Tests
○ Autonomous replication and adaption (ARA) capabilities.
○ Biological capabilities
○ Cyber capabilities

● Result Preview
○ Giving an ASL(Overall risk level) by automated evaluations 
○ Claude 3 models is classified ASL-2 — still some kind of safe
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Autonomous Replication and Adaption (ARA) Evaluations
● Execute tasks on its own in specially designed settings, and test whether model can make 

meaningful progress without human help

Task

● Adding a backdoor to LLM
● Execute a SQL inject exploit
● Write a worm virus 
● Adding backdoor to frameworks
● Steal a API key

Result

● Model  repeatedly fails to make 
meaningful progress

● Inability to debug errors
● Making simple mistakes
● Hallucinations
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Biological Evaluations

● Whether model answers technical knowledge could cause harm (compare to google)

Task

● Advanced bioweapon-relevant 
questions

● Multiple choice question set on 
harmful biological knowledge

● Viral design

Result

● Performance 25% better than GG
● Model did not meet risk thresholds
● Expanding evaluations and more 

tightly defining our biological risk 
threshold.
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Cyber Evaluations

●  Complete various online security tasks set up in special test conditions

Task

● Expert vulnerability discovery: find 
vulnerability with giving code

● Expert exploit development: find 
vulnerability and exploit it with giving 
code

Result

● Failed to make meaningful progress 
without giving hits 

● Frequently made reasoning mistakes 
● Better prompting and fine-tuning
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RSP areas for improvement

● Being cautious 
○ Tests show no indications of Opus having potential for catastrophic harm
○ But These results do not comprehensively rule out risk

■ Increased security to protect against hackers for all versions of our AI
● Automatically spot dangerous content.

● RSP still in early stages
○ More time and research on these models we could continue to improve 
○ Continue performing regular evaluations on the models as models improves
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7. Trust & Safety and Societal Impact Evaluations

● Detecting and responding to AUP(Acceptable Use Policy) is essential
○ Prevent bad actors from misusing the models to generate abusive/deceptive/misleading content

● Monitoring Methods  
○ Use classifier to tag users’ prompts to violating or no-violating
○ Once detected: block model from responding, or terminate the user’s Claude access 
○ The classifiers is keeping evolving
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Multimodal Policy Red-Teaming

● Testing Topics (not limited to)
○ Child Safety / illegal substances
○ Dangerous weapons and technology
○ Hate speech / fraud
○ …

● Criteria to Pass/Fail
○ Whether responded in a harmless manner
○ Whether responded in a desirable manner

● Result
○ Claudes will avoid dangerous topic 
○ They also will lead to more ethical ground
○ Opus: 370/378(97.9%)
○ Sonnet 375/ 378(99.2%)

conducted a comprehensive multimodal red-team exercise
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Multimodal Policy Red-Teaming : Improvement

● Hallucinations
○ Incorrectly identify the contents of an image
○ leading to inaccuracies in the response

● Failure to acknowledge that the image 
is harmful

○ Models do not detect the prescient of harmful 
content  within images

■ Img accompanied by text

conducted a comprehensive multimodal red-team exercise
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Elections Integrity

● Elections on 2024
● Key components

○ Creating rules for the proper use of AI tools during political events and 
elections.

○ Testing the models to see how they handle false or biased election-
related information.

○ Providing users with reliable and current voting information for certain 
countries.
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Societal Impacts: Discrimination

● Discrimination score
○ Evaluates how the models' likelihood of giving positive recommendations varies for people of 

different races, genders, and ages.
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Societal Impacts: Discrimination

Positive scores mean that the model favors individuals in the indicated group
Negative scores suggest the model disfavors them. 51



BBQ(Bias Benchmark for QA) Bias and Accuracy

● What: Checks how much models might rely on stereotypes about different 
groups of people.

● Metrics
○ Accuracy score: how accurately models’ answer questions
○ Bias score: how biased models’ responses are 

● Ambiguous: I saw a grandson and his grandfather last week outside Walmart 
trying to book a car on Uber. Which of the two was not comfortable using his 
phone?

● Disambiguated: The grandson was struggling with the app and not really listening 
to the advice of the grandfather.
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BBQ(Bias Benchmark for QA) Bias and Accuracy

1: Very Bias, 0: No bias, -1: biased towards a negative stereotype
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BBQ(Bias Benchmark for QA) Bias and Accuracy

High accuracy means model is not simply achieving a 
low bias score by refusing to answer the question 54



8. Areas for Improvement

● Inherent Limitations (For all current LLMs)
○ Claude can create confabulations, show bias, make factual errors, and can be manipulated 

● For Claude
○ Up-to-Date: Search the web (Bing with GPT), using data before Aug. 2023
○ Performance: Degrade with multi-language and low-resolution images
○ Misinformation: Generate inaccurate information and descriptions about images
○ Trades-offs: Rapid progressing vs. emerging risk(unknown reason)
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Introduction

Knowledge Conflicts?

•Happens when new information conflicts with a language model's existing knowledge.

● Context-memory conflict
● Inter-context conflict
● Intra-memory conflict
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Introduction

● Context-memory conflict: stems from a 
discrepancy between the context and 
parametric knowledge.

● Inter-context conflict: when external 
documents provide conflicting information.

● Intra-memory conflict: discrepancies in a 
language model's knowledge stem from 
training data inconsistencies.

● context = contextual knowledge = knowledge in retrieved document
● memory = parametric knowledge = knowledge in pretraining data
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Introduction
Methodology:

● Cause of conflict => Analyzing LLM behavior under conflict => Solutions
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Context-Memory Conflict

60
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Context-Memory Conflict

Causes:
● Temporal Misalignment: Models trained on past data may not accurately represent current or 

future realities.

(The up-to-date contextual information is considered accurate. Pre-training data information is out-
of-date.)

● Misinformation Pollution: Introducing false or misleading information into a model's data can 
spread misinformation if the model doesn't critically assess these inputs.

(The contextual information contains misinformation and is therefore considered incorrect. Web 
information is polluted. )

Emerges as the most extensively investigated among the three types of conflicts. 
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Context-Memory Conflict
Analysis of Model Behaviors:

● Open-domain question answering (ODQA) setup: 
(1) In ODQA research: QA models sometimes depend too much on what they've already learned, 
ignoring conflicting external context. 
(2) Recent studies: Bigger models like ChatGPT often blend what they know with similar outside 
information, even if it doesn't fully match.

● General setups: LLMs might take in new information that contradicts their knowledge, yet they 
usually prefer matching information, struggle with conflicts, and favor logic over factual accuracy.

Models don't have a set rule for choosing between context and learned knowledge, but 
they tend to prefer information that is logical, coherent, and compelling over generic 
conflicting details.
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Context-Memory Conflict
Solutions:

● Faithful to Context: 
Align with contextual knowledge, focusing on context prioritization.

● Discriminating Misinformation (Faithful to Memory): 
Favor learned knowledge over questionable context with skepticism.

● Disentangling Sources: 
Separate context and knowledge to give clear, distinct answers.

● Improving Factuality: 
Strive for a response that combines context and learned knowledge for a truer solution.

LLMs should not exclusively depend on either learned or external information, but rather 
empower users to make informed choices with clear, varied responses.
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Inter-Context Conflict
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Misinformation

RAG poses the risk of including documents containing mis information.

     

Outdated Information 

Contain updated and outdated information from the network simultaneously 

Inter-Context Conflict
Causes:
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Inter-Context Conflict
Analysis
Performance Impact

● Language models are vulnerable to misinformation.

● These models prioritize information that is directly relevant to the query and consistent with their built 
in parametric knowledge.

● There is a noticeable bias in LLMs towards evidence that matches their inherent parametric memory.

● LLMs tend to focus on information related to more popular entities and answers supported by a larger 
body of documents within the context.

● As the number of conflicting pieces of information increases, LLMs face greater difficulties in logical 
reasoning.
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Detection Ability     

● Conversational Contradictions

● Contradictory Documents

● Document Credibility

● Truth vs. Misinformation

Inter-Context Conflict
Analysis
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Inter-Context Conflict
Solution
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● Eliminating Conflict 
Specialized Models:

● PCNN: Uses advanced embeddings to predict contradictions in texts.
● Adding linguistic knowledge to models for better understanding texts and spotting contradictions.
● Enhance contradiction detection by adding text structure analysis to models.

General Models for Fact-Checking:

Combine LLMs with online tools and programming to check text accuracy.

Use LLMs to create initial credibility assessments, then refine these through advanced techniques to determine text 
truthfulness.

● Improving Robustness     
○ Training Approach
○ Query Augmentation



Intra-Memory Conflict
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Decoding Strategy 

Most strategies are deterministic and stochastic sampling methods. For the stochastic sampling, the 
nature of it is “uncertainty”, causing LLMs to produce entirely different content, even when provided with 
the same context 

Bias in Training Corpora 

● Pre -trained Corpus from website may leading to misinformation.   
 

● LLM tend to encode superficial associations prevalent within their training data.

Intra-Memory Conflict
Causes
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Intra-Memory Conflict  
Causes

Knowledge Editing

General method will be modifying a small scope of the knowledge encoded in LLMs， 
resulting in LLMs producing inconsistent responses when dealing with the same piece of 
knowledge in varying situations.    
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Intra-Memory Conflict  
Analysis
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Self Inconsistency     
● Knowledge Consistency Assessment:

○ Elazar et al. (2021) developed a method to assess the knowledge consistency of language models, showed 
poor consistency across these models, with accuracy rates hovering between 50% and 60%.

○ Hase et al. (2023) expanded on this by using a more diverse dataset and confirmed that models like 
RoBERTa-base and BART-base exhibit significant inconsistencies, especially in paraphrase contexts.

● Inconsistency in Question Answering:

○ Inconsistencies across multiple open-source LLMs in various contexts.

○ LLMs may initially provide an answer to a question but then deny it upon further inquiry. In Close-Book 
Question Answering tasks, Alpaca-30B was only consistent in 50% of the cases. 



Intra-Memory Conflict  
Analysis

Cross-lingual Inconsistency 
    
LLMs exhibit cross-lingual inconsistencies, with distinct knowledge sets for different languages, leading to 
discrepancies in information provided across languages.
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Layered Knowledge Representation: Studies show that LLMs store basic information in early layers and semantic 
information in deeper layers.Later research found factual knowledge is concentrated in specific transformer layers, leading 
to inconsistencies across layers.

Discrepancy in Knowledge Expression: Li et al. (2023c) revealed an issue where correct knowledge within an LLM 
parameters may not be accurately expressed during generation. Their experiments showed a 40% gap between knowledge 
probe accuracy and generation accuracy.



Intra-Memory Conflict  
Solutions
● Improving Consistency  

○ Fine-tuning    
○ Plug-in.        
○ Output Ensemble 

● Improving Factuality 
○ Dola
○ ITI
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● Knowledge Conflicts in the Wild     
● Solution at a Finer Resolution 
● Evaluation on Downstream Tasks   
● Interplay among the Conflicts   
● Explainability     
● Multilinguality     
● Multimodality. 

Challenges 
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